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et al.: Information for Authors

Information for Authors
The editorial board cannot be responsible for correcting the
form of artic~~s submitted for publication in the Proceedings.
\Ve ask that the authors cooperate by closely following the form
requested. Where manuscripts do not meet our requirements
they will be returned to the authors, and in some instances,
this may prevent their being readied in time for publication.
Papers considered for publication should be the results of
original investigations. They will be judged on their medts as
contributions of original data, ideas, or interpretation, and on
their conformity to good scientific style. Preference is shown to
papers presented at the annual meeting, and to papers which
are Iowa-centered in that they are accomplished at Iowa institutions or are about Iowa material.
Articles must be clear and concise. Accuracy in spelling, grammar, and use of standard abbreviations is essential. Paragraph
headings, fig:ures, and tables must be in conformity with instructions given below and acceptable style manuals. Type
manuscripts on good bond paper, 8J6 by 11 inches, on one side
only, double spaced, and with wide margins. Keep an exact
copy of the manuscript as the submitted copy will not be returned.

Paging is important in composition of the volume. Follow instructions implicitly. Page 1 is the title page; page 2 the abstract;
page 3 starts the text. Put acknowledgements at the end of the
text. Bibliography tables, figure legends, and footnotes, follow
in this order. Put each table on a separate page, and the figure
legends on a separate page. Number the pages consecutively in
the upper right hand corner. Clip pages together; do not staple.
The title page: Place the title of the article, the autho1'1s name,
the laboratory or institution of origin, a complete address for
mailing proofs, summer address if need be, and a running head
of not morn than 35 letters and spaces in this order. Short titles
of not more than 70 characters are p'.l'eferred by abstracting and
bibliographic services.

The Abstract. 1fake it informative, concise, and complete in
itself. Tell what was done, what was found, and what was concluded in a maximum of 200 words. It should be suitable for
abstracting journals without revisioR
Headings. Main subdivision headings should be centered and
typed in capitals. Second order headings should be placed flush
with the left margin, with major words in caps, and underlined.
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Third order headings, if needed, should be indented as a paragraph, underlined, and with only the first word capitalized. Start
the text immediately after the end of the third order title.
Composition: Indicate the preferred placing of figures or
tables, in the following manner in the text:
Insert Figure 1 about here

Footnotes. Expensive to set, and should be used sparingly.
Type them on last page, double spaced, with each footnote
beginllling a new paragraph. Only acknowledgements to granting
agencies and author's address should appear as a footnote, if
possible.
References. Include only references actually cited. References
should follow the form indicated as preferred by the style book
used. The title may be omitted to conserve space, at the editor's
discretion.
Tables. Put each table on a separate page. Table number, in
arabic, and title go at the top of the page. Do not duplicate
tables with graphs or other figures.
Figure legends. Figure legends must be provided for each
figure. Number figures in arabic. Do not incorporate legends in
the figures.
Figures. Figures are very important to a paper, and should
be prepared with care. Do not send the originals of line drawings. Subm~t a glossy photograph no larger than 8 x 14 inches.
Keep the dimensions of the journal page in mind ( 4 by 7 inches).
Line drawings are best when prepared at twice the printed size,
with lettering and line thickness appropriately adjusted. Line
drawings or photographs lose detail if they must be reduced too
far.
Identify every figure with the figure number and author's
name on the reverse side. If there could be any doubt, indicate
the top of the figure. If the magnification of the figure is given
in the figure legend, write the magnification on the hack of
the figure, with a note that it is mentioned in the figure legend,
so this can be corrected appropriately before printing. If the
soale in microns is shown in the figure, magnification will be
precise; this is favored.
Plates of figures are preferred to singles scattered in the text.
Plates should be made up and photographed before submission.
The editorial board cannot prepare plates from submitted figures.
Make the original of the plate some multiple of 4 by 6J~ inches to
https://scholarworks.uni.edu/pias/vol73/iss1/61
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provide room for the figure legend. If the legend is very long,
reduce the height of the plate accordingly.
Figures are expensive. Poor figures are not worth the cost of
p1inting them Be sure that you include only those that are
really necessary, and that each one is of excellent quality. Keep
chemical structural formulas and process flow diagrams · to a
minimum. Treat them as line drawings for reproduction.
Lettering should be precise and clean. Any letters that will be
less than 1 mm. high after reduction will not be legible. Avoid
such small letters. Letter with a template or stencil mither than
attempting free-hand lettering.
Galleys. Galley proof will be sent to the authors as quickly
as possible. The author is responsible for correcting the galleys
carefully and returning them promptly. Very mino'r alterations
for brevity and consciseness may have been made. If the
editorial board feels that major alterations are necessary, they
will return the manuscript with suggestions. If such minor
alterations modify the sense of what the author intended, they
should be modified on the galley proof. Engravers proofs will
not be sent to authors unless requested. If the editor is dubious
about the quality of a figure, he will send it for approval.
The following are the approved style manuals:
Biological Fields:

Style Manual for Biological Journals
AIBS
2000 P. Street, Washington, D.C.

Chemistry:

"Notice to Authors" in F(;)b. 5th, May 5th,
August 5th & November 5th issues of Journal
of American Chemical Society.

Geology:

Suggestions to Authors of.the Reports of the
United States Geological' Survey. Supt. of
Documents, Washington, :p.c.

Physics:

American Institute of Physics Style Manual,
American Institution of Physics, 335 E. 45th
St., New York, 17, New York ·

Psychology:

Publication Manual of American Psychological Association.
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